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For our next exhibition we are exploring the absurdity and strange rituals of our daily lives, the bizarreness of
which are brought to light when taken out of context. The institutions, structures and traditions we have built
around ourselves and imbued with power and importance can highlight this most starkly; through religion,
schooling, government, work and even our own homes. Curated by Henry Hussey and Sophia Olver.
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GILLIES ADAMSON SEMPLE (b. Edinburgh, Scotland) lives and
works in London. He is a graduate of Central Saint Martins, The
Royal Institute of Art Stockholm and The Slade School of Fine
Art, from which he achieved his MFA. He is the co-director of
springseason, an artist-led space based in London. His work is
interested in music, resonance and ritual, and the overlaps of
sonic and physical materials. He has shown internationally in
the UK, Japan, the US, Sweden and Germany, and has recently
output various collections of music as both physical and digital
releases. He is the recent recipient of the Boise Scholarship and
will participate as Artist in Residence at Rupert in Lithuania, as
well as working toward a number of group and solo shows in the
coming year.
SAMUEL BASSETT (b.1982 St. Ives, UK) lives and works in Cornwall.
Contemporary stories from Samuel’s own experience and family
lore and snippets or news from the ups and downs of his everyday
social life combine with nuanced vulnerability and an expressive
and experimental hand to create psychologically layered paintings
about the human condition and his/our place within the madness of
contemporary life. His sensitive and questioning introspection and
emotional flip flopping means nothing is too obvious or too pretty in
his paintings. Self portraits merge with real and imagined characters
adapted to the story and how he is feeling at the time. The paintings
often feel like they are questioning themselves and himself and this
questioning and blurring of recollection combined with the artists
joy of exploring painting for paintings sake make for images that
have longevity and a strongly recognisable yet ever transient voice.
A gregarious and engaging character his mind nevertheless seems to
be questioning the bigger harder issues and to flit excitedly between
concern and celebration.

JONNY BRIGGS (b. 1985, London) lives and works in London.
In search of lost parts of his childhood, Briggs explores a reality
outside of the one he was socialised into by creating new ones
using himself and his parents as the main subjects. Briggs uses
photography to explore his relationship with deception, the
constructed reality of the family, and to question the boundaries
between child/adult, self/other, nature/culture, real/fake in
attempt to revive the unconditioned self, beyond the family
bubble. Although easily assumed to be photoshopped or
counterfeit, upon closer inspection the images are often seen to
be more real than first expected. Involving staged installations,
the cartoonesque and the performative, Briggs looks back to his
younger self and attempts to recapture childhood nature through
assuming adult eyes.
TOM BULL (b. 1995, Northamptonshire, UK) lives and works in London.
Through the landscape of folk horror, rural living and modernity, Tom
investigates the tension and slippage between fiction and representation,
violence and sensitivity, truth and mythology. With a wide range of tools and
materials borrowed from architecture, model making, carpentry, farming
and forestry, he employs a sculptural practice that manipulates traditions,
time, lore and genre. Tom holds a BA in Fine Art from Central Saint Martins
(2016) and an MFA from Goldsmiths University (2022). He has exhibited in
spaces such as TATE Switch House, South London Gallery, St Chads, Studio
West and Bow Arts. He has received multiple awards this year including the
London Bronze Casting Fellowship, Hari Graduate Art Prize, Visions in the
Nunnery and the Gilbert Bayes Award. He has also been selected for this
year’s New Contemporaries exhibition (2022-2023).
LADINA CLÉMENT (b.1996) lives and works in London. Ladina
uses the medium of sculpture to create props which subvert
normative environments and their systems of order. By enabling
moments of theatricality, her work introduces absurdity into
institutional spaces - spaces such as the gallery, supermarket and
gym - rendering them surprising and anew. Ladina’s sculptures
become animated via audience interaction, robotics and movable
components. Traditional techniques of casting and mouldmaking form the basis of her interdisciplinary approach, while
photography, video and performance support the sculptural.
JANINA FRYE (b. 1987, in Neuwied) lives and works in Amsterdam. Her sculptures
and installations present a concept of the human - a transformative system with
connections, overlaps and entanglements that link the body to the outside world.
Frye explores the idea that the human skin is not a boundary but an interface with
the outside world and asks to what extent different influences confound the modern
binary logic between human and object, animate and inanimate, and between nature
and culture. Furthermore, she explores how changing realities of life drive different
processes of alienation in our bodily perception and to what extent immaterial
and imaginary entities, fictions, phantoms and emergent processes influence this
alienation. She often uses her own body, psychological and physiological processes,
as inspiration and translates her subjective sensory impressions, thoughts and
emotions, as well as their physical effects, into universal material conditions, thus
manifesting the “invisible” and the “intangible” in physical reality.

JOHNNY HÖGLUND (b 1988 Sweden. Lives and works in
Hallröd, Sweden) Höglund’s practice focuses on a process driven
narrative and a material based aesthetic, contextualised from
his physical and mental surroundings. He holds a BFA from
Goldsmiths University, London.
‘My Failures’ is an ongoing series of abstract paintings, with a
crude, almost sand textured surface. Composed entirely from
the repurposed residue from other, older paintings of Höglund.
These previous, mostly figurative paintings span over a period of
a decade or more... Höglund has gone through a physical but
also emotional process of hand-sanding off the paint from the
canvases of his failed paintings.
MARK JACKSON paints surreal, dreamlike scenes that range
from speculations on the future of human existence, to
improbable tableaux of musicians with resurrected Ancient
Egyptians, to works that are narratively unhinged and remain
elusive. Being experimental in nature, with both material and
subject, clarity is often just beyond reach. Mark studied BA (Hons)
Fine Art Painting at Loughborough University (1998) and MA
(Distinction) Fine Art at Chelsea College of Art & Design (2006).
He collaborated as part of Jackson Webb (2003 - 2010). His
first solo show was at Block 336 London (2017). He’s exhibited
nationally and internationally. He also curates and writes, most
recently on Rita Ackermann (Turps Magazine 2021).

LEA ROSE KARA b. 1998. Lives and works in London, UK.Lea
practice is primarily STEM-based and is grounded conceptually
in biology, technology, and epistemology. She creates sculptural
works which explore themes of Ecology and manipulating
nature through materials such as silicone, metal, fabrics, and
found forest objects. Her explorations into representing nature
– through colour, smell, sound, and touch, has resulted in multisensory installations. Lea recently graduated from the Royal
College of Art with a Masters in Sculpture and has completed
inspiring residencies at Porthleven in 2019 where she was a Prize
Winner, the Freud Museum London in 2021 and the Standpoint
Gallery in 2022. She’s an internationally exhibited artist and
recently held her first solo show at RuptureXIBIT Gallery.
JAMES LOMAX (b. 1991, UK) recently graduated from the Royal
Academy Schools. He is drawn to objects that act as barriers and
containers and uses these to investigate the physical and material
language of a place. Highlighting the permanent and ephemeral
gestures contained in a landscape he works with found objects,
reframing and reconstructing them by altering their context,
materiality, and form. Often working repetitively in series his
studio practice sits alongside an interest in exhibition making. He
has recently shown with Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery,
Fold Gallery, The Royal Academy of Art, Recent Activity, Feng chen
Wang and BOARDROOM.”

HYNEK MARTINEC (b.1980, Broumov, Czech Republic). Lives
and works in London, UK. Hynek graduated from the Studio
of Classical Painting Techniques under the supervision of Prof.
Zdeněk Beran at the Academy of Fine Arts, Prague. After his
studies he left for Paris (2005-2007) and since 2007 has been
living in London. He received the prestigious BP Young Artist
Award (2007) for his hyperrealistic portraits. His paintings are
inspired by Old Masters and/or photographs, which link the past
with the future, using modern technologies.

RASMUS NOSSBRING (b. 1991 Norrköping, Sweden)
Glassblowing since he was 15 years old at Reijmyre Glassworks,
Rasmus has developed a unique glassblowing style thanks to
recognition and support from the National Museum Design
and the Reijmyre factory. Influenced by Swedish and American
glass culture, Nossbring is continuously broadening his artistic
vocabulary and increasing his skill. Rasmus has been in residence
at Pilchuck Glass School and Corning Museum of Glass in the
USA. Rasmus graduated from the Konstfack University of Arts
and Crafts, Stockholm in 2017.
“The content of my work consists of moments from my everyday
life. I portray events bearing signs of contemporary humanity
and daily routines. In this frame, memories, social dynamics
and dreams are subjects that interest me. Ultimately, I want to
convey what I see and feel in my everyday life through my work
and create monuments of the mundane. I am a sculptor working
in a variety of materials but express myself primarily in glass. In
this medium, I try to move past conventional techniques and to
discover what is possible in hot glass.”
LOTTIE STODDART (b 1989 United Kingdom) Lives and works
in London. Lottie is a painter who works with the collation and
collaging of imagery to create self-contained worlds. Also a
writer of stories, she is interested in how the edges of the canvas
(like the bindings of a book) can acts as borders to an interior
logic playing by its own rules. Using found imagery, particularly
of food and feasting, she works from her imagination to form
assemblages from her source material.
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